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Abstract

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) stages 3 to 5, affects 6-7% of the adult population and is an important risk factor for both advanced kidney disease and cardiovascular disease. This paper describes a quality improvement project that aimed to establish consistent implementation of best practice in people with stage 3-5 kidney disease who were managed in primary care.

The intervention was a Care Bundle for CKD. The bundle included three evidence-based, high impact interventions based on National Institute for Care Excellence (NICE, 2008) guidance, with an additional and novel self-management element.

29 GP Practices in England and Wales began the study. They undertook training in clinical management of CKD and in facilitation of self-management, with the self-management content designed and led by patients. Practices were asked to report baseline and then monthly outcome data extracted from practice computer systems. The project team provided implementation and ongoing quality improvement support for participating Practices.

Ten Practices dropped out of the study following the training. Data submissions were incomplete in six Practices who continued to apply the care bundle. Practices were asked to report baseline and then monthly outcome data extracted from practice computer systems. The project team provided implementation and ongoing quality improvement support for participating Practices.

Ten Practices dropped out of the study following the training. Data submissions were incomplete in six Practices who continued to apply the care bundle. At the project end, a decision was taken by the study team to perform the final analysis on those thirteen Practices which completed the project and submitted at least six sets of monthly Practice-level outcome data. In these Practices the Care Bundle was applied to under 20% of the registered CKD stage 3 to 5 population in 5 Practices, 20-29% in 3 Practices, 30-49% in 2 Practices and ≥50% in 3 Practices (998 patients in total). Of these, 671 patients (75%) agreed to the self-management component of the intervention.

The reliability (at project end) in those who received the Bundle was 100%. The Bundle was applied to an additional 315 patients in the six Practices who completed the project but did not submit regular practice-level monthly data.

In the thirteen remaining Practices, the achievement of NICE (2008) blood pressure targets at the start of the project was 74.8% in people with CKD stage 3-5 and no diabetes and 48% in people with CKD stage 3-5 and diabetes. At the project end these figures in the same Practices were 76.7% and 49.2% respectively. These improvements were achieved in spite of Practices increasing their recording of prevalence rate (that is, identifying and recording more patients with CKD on the Practice CKD Register).

In conclusion, a care bundle can be implemented in primary care. However, maintaining engagement with primary care health care professionals and maximising exposure to an intervention in patients seen infrequently are significant challenges to generalisation and sustainability.

Problem

There is widespread variation in the identification and treatment of kidney disease in primary care. The recorded prevalence of chronic kidney disease (CKD) within a Practice (measured by the number of patients on the CKD Register) is approximately 60% of that expected from epidemiological data (1). Performance against quality markers in those patients who have been correctly identified is also highly variable (1).

There is therefore a need for better systems to enable consistent implementation of best practice. However, the evidence base for quality improvement (QI) in mild-to-moderate CKD is limited. A systematic review identified very few studies involving QI interventions to lower systolic blood pressure in CKD, and those there were largely focused on high risk groups (2), although more recent data suggest that a programme of audit-based education of healthcare professionals may be of benefit (3).

Furthermore, people with early CKD often wish to manage their condition with support from healthcare professionals (4), but anecdotal evidence from patients suggests that some healthcare professionals are not aware of or confident in encouraging their patients to self-manage. In addition, many people with a coded CKD diagnosis are not informed of it, and thereby denied any opportunity to self-care (5). Few CKD-specific educational materials have been developed to support those with early stage disease.
We therefore designed and tested an intervention to: facilitate the delivery of consistent care to people with CKD in primary care; and offer patients the opportunity to self-manage.

Background

Chronic kidney disease stages 3 to 5 (CKD) affects between 6 and 7% of the population (6). It is an important risk factor for both end-stage renal disease and for cardiovascular disease (CVD) (7,8), with which it frequently co-exists, but is frequently unrecognised, since it causes no symptoms in the early stages.

In the UK, CKD is generally managed in primary care, and has been included under the General Practice pay-for-performance scheme since 2006. NICE guidelines on the identification and management of CKD were published in 2008 and will be updated in 2014 (9). Early identification is beneficial as there are effective interventions to slow progression and reduce cardiovascular risk (10). Implementation of best practice may be cost effective (11).

Best practice for CKD includes treatment of high blood pressure, with preferential use of drugs inhibiting the renin-angiotensin system where there is proteinuria. NICE also recommend that patients are asked about opportunities for self-management (9).

Baseline Measurement

In those thirteen Practices which completed the project and submitted at least six sets of monthly Practice-level outcome data the mean recorded prevalence of CKD at baseline was 4% ± 1.54 % (SD). The proportion of patients on the CKD Register treated to the NICE (2008) target for blood pressure control was 74.8% (with no diabetes) and 48.0% (with diabetes).

Design

We employed a Care Bundle approach. Care Bundles are groups of evidence-based, high impact interventions that have been well described in secondary care (12, 13). To our knowledge this is one of the first care bundle projects that have been described in primary care in England and Wales. A CKD-specific Care Bundle for primary care had been developed by the project team and piloted in a single Practice in 2008-2009 (14). Concurrently a patient-focused intervention had been designed by an expert group, which included patients. This too was piloted in a single Practice (15).

We combined the practitioner and patient components into a single Bundle, the components of which were:

- Asking the patient if they wished to participate in a self-management programme
- Measuring and documenting proteinuria and prescribing an ACE inhibitor or Angiotensin Receptor Blocker (ACEi/ARB) if significant proteinuria was present
- Documenting blood pressure and treating if above NICE target
- Documenting cardiovascular risk

The three clinical components of the Bundle are recommended by NICE (9). The self-management intervention, for those that chose to participate, involved offering an educational resource (DVD and written information) and short questionnaires/prompts to help patients identify their needs for discussion at their appointment.

Group education for patients

In addition a group education session for patients who had agreed to self-management was held in five Practices. Group education sessions were led by people who had CKD and were supported by a renal nurse. Sessions lasted two hours and included specific advice on how to self-manage early CKD (blood pressure control, tablets, diet, and smoking cessation) and also general advice on how to get the best out of a consultation with a doctor or nurse. People with CKD were therefore enabled to develop a pro-active interest in managing their health with a view to changing behaviour.

Training of Practices

Prior to commencing the project, participating Practices received dedicated training lasting 2-2.5 hours from two members of the project team (a renal nurse plus a member of the patient and service user advisory group (PSUAG), see below). The training covered both general information on CKD management in primary care and specific detail on the QI intervention to be implemented.

Patient involvement

The project was co-designed and delivered by patients. The PSUAG was established and its purpose was to help effect change and improvement in the involved Practices. This group consisted of six people who either had experience of kidney disease as service users/carers, or who had experienced other long-term vascular conditions (diabetes and heart disease). Their role was to develop and inform the project alongside other (clinical) members of the project team. Members of the PSUAG attended the grant application interview for project funding, created the self-management package, led on the group education sessions for patients, and developed and delivered self-management training for practitioners (see below). They were supported by the wider team in these activities. Later in the project, PSUAG members played an important role in sustaining and disseminating the work, and contributed to follow-on project proposals.

Members of the PSUAG received the same honoraria for their time as healthcare practitioners in the project. The project team felt this to be an important factor recognising the value of service user involvement.

Strategy

Practices were asked to apply the Care Bundle to patients on their CKD Register. The project protocol did not prescribe a specific setting for application of the Bundle, but suggested settings included a dedicated CKD clinic, a generic long-term conditions clinic or ad-hoc delivery.
Each month Practices were asked to send anonymised Care Bundle data to the project team. Each element of the Bundle was analysed separately as a process measure and overall Bundle reliability was recorded on a run chart. After collation of Bundle data, monthly teleconferences were held with participating Practices to discuss and review progress. The project team was represented on these calls by one of the project co-ordinators (a renal nurse) and, usually, a member of the PSUAG.

The Model for Improvement Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles were used as a framework. After each call the project co-ordinator emailed a summary of the call, tests of change, and action points to all those attending the call. At each subsequent teleconference the action points from the previous call were reviewed.

Data collection

Practice-level data outcome were collected at baseline, and then monthly, using data queries run on Practice computer systems. Data were sent electronically by Practices to the project team following email prompts from the project administrator. Search queries were written in-house by Practices, aided if necessary by the project team. Different IT systems were in use across the participating Practices.

The outcomes recorded were:

- Recorded prevalence of CKD (i.e. % of adult population on CKD register)
- Proportion of patients on CKD Register treated to NICE target for blood pressure control (below 140/90 mmHg or below 130/80 mmHg if patient had Type 1 or Type 2 diabetes and/or proteinuria (albumin-creatinine ratio, ACR > 70)

Results

We intended to achieve 95% reliability in the application of a Care Bundle for chronic kidney disease (CKD) in patients on the CKD Register within participating Practices by October 2012. Our main outcome goal was to achieve NICE targets for systolic blood pressure (BP) in 80% of people on the CKD Register within Practices (if 95% reliability not achieved).

Twenty nine GP Practices were recruited to the project and trained. Three Practices dropped out immediately after the training and three Practices never sent any baseline data, so twenty three Practices started the project. One Practice dropped out during the project. Thirteen of the remaining Practices sent at least 6 months practice-level data. An additional six Practices continued to apply the care bundle but sent less than 6 months practice-level data. These Practices have been excluded from our analyses. The Bundle was applied to an additional 315 patients in the six Practices who completed the project but did not submit regular practice-level monthly data.

Whilst we did not achieve our target, there were improvements in blood pressure management. In the 13 Practices who submitted ≥ 6 months data, NICE blood pressure targets were achieved in 61.4% at the start of the project and 62.8% at the project end. These improvements were achieved in spite of a number of Practices increasing their recorded prevalence rate of CKD. One Practice increased their recorded prevalence rate by 3.5% (151 people) but at the same time increased the proportion of people achieving NICE blood pressure targets by 22%. One Practice in North Wales saw its recorded prevalence rise from 4.8 to 7.6%. Overall prevalence recording in the thirteen Practices increased during the project to 4.9% (±1.62%).

In thirteen Practices the Care Bundle was applied to 20-29% of the registered CKD stage 3 to 5 population in 3 Practices, 30-39% in 2 Practices and ≥50% in 3 Practices (998 patients in total). Of these, 671 patients (75%) agreed to the self-management component of the intervention.

Lessons and Limitations

Intervention exposure

We demonstrated that the Care Bundle for CKD could be implemented reliably, and improvements in care were evident in some practices, such as increased prevalence recording and blood pressure control. The most challenging aspect of the project was achieving adequate intervention exposure. Our ability to assess the impact of the bundle upon practice-level measures has been limited by the proportions of patients on Practices’ CKD Registers who received the intervention. A Practice with a list size of 10,000 may have 600-700 patients on their CKD register, a majority of whom might only be reviewed annually. Many of these patients have multiple co-morbidities and the settings for such reviews vary between Practices and between patients within Practices. The team therefore worked with a small number of Practices using a goal-defined approach to increase the intervention exposure, and by the end of the project more than 50% of registered patients had been seen in three Practices.

Achieving and maintaining ‘buy-in’ from Practices, especially in the ever-changing primary care environment, was also difficult.

Service-user involvement

The project’s particular strength was the initiation and development of a patient and carer advisory group (PSUAG), that clearly demonstrated how patients and service users can meaningfully participate in quality improvement projects and lead on some elements.

Training

All Practices informally reported benefits of the initial training they received on CKD management. Even in Practices where the penetration of the Bundle was low, practitioners reported greater awareness of CKD and its treatment, and more tangible benefits in terms of improved identification, monitoring, and blood pressure management. One Practice reported that there had been a ‘big impact of the education’ on their already educated and relatively
affluent population.

Informing patients about their condition

In addition, practitioners reported that more patients were being advised of their diagnosis of CKD, which is widely recognised as an area of difficulty (16). Designing and delivering training was more complex than expected, as the motivations for participation in the project differed between Practices.

Impact

The impact of the Care Bundle varied across Practices and across areas of care within each Practice. Some Practices focused on the self-management aspects of the Bundle - in one practice over 90% of their patients agreed to take part in self-management – whereas others were less engaged in this element.

On the basis of our data it is not possible to distill the effects of the Bundle per se against the influence more generally within practices of a greater exposure to kidney disease. A number of factors outside the intervention and the project team will also have important impacts on performance, including pay for performance targets, Practice philosophy and the emphasis placed on education and decision-making, and nature of the consultation between individual health care professionals and the patient.

Participation

General practice as a setting for quality improvement projects presents unique challenges. Practices are small businesses and making the financial case for participation at the Practice level is important. Buy-in from a number of stakeholders was required for participation, typically a GP or Practice nurse "champion" within the Practice, GP partners, health care assistants, and practice managers. In some Practices the time taken from first expression of interest to delivery of the training programme was as long as four months. Even when the key people were enthusiastic, there was a significant amount of reinforcement and support required to embed the bundle. We also found that routine interruptions (e.g. Quality and Outcome Framework scheme pay for performance data returns, influenza vaccinations, staff changes, and sickness) distracted focus from the project.

Sustainability

A significant number of Practices did not complete the project. Stated reasons for this included a view that the 'project changed as it went on', the increased administrative burden of the extraction of evaluation data, a perceived need to recall patients earlier than would otherwise be necessary, issues around staffing in healthcare professionals and administrative staff, and the rapidly changing environment of the NHS/General Practice. However the differing levels of engagement across Practices does replicate that identified setting, such an approach could facilitate the delivery of care. The effect on biomedical outcomes at Practice level has been variable, and will have been influenced by factors both within and outside the study, such as the engagement of practice staff, the model for delivery of CKD care, and the Quality and Outcomes Framework cycle.

For a quality improvement intervention in primary care to be successful, it is important to have dedicated training on QI science prior to the start of the project, regular coaching from a QI team (from within or outside the organisation), service user (patient) involvement throughout, and buy-in from the senior management team such as GP partners and Practice managers.

We believe that a care bundle is a feasible vehicle for quality improvement in primary care, and that the lessons learned here may usefully inform further projects. Where there is a clear financial case for participation, test practices with a high degree of IT capability, and a patient population that is seen regularly in a defined setting, such an approach could facilitate the delivery of more consistent care. In kidney disease this might include a group of practices seen more frequently. The PSUAG was involved in a number of crucial activities throughout the project. PSUAG members provided personal and anecdotal evidence about their own experiences which were used when talking to healthcare professionals who were considering joining the study and thereby supported recruitment. Patients and service users played a central role in the delivery of self-management training and workshops to Practices and subsequent support at teleconferences with Practices. PSUAG members also developed and delivered the self-management training to patient groups.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a care bundle can be reliably implemented in primary care. However maximising exposure to the intervention in patients seen infrequently can be difficult, particularly outside the setting of a dedicated long term clinic. This in turn makes it difficult to evaluate the impact of the Bundle on care. The effect on biomedical outcomes at Practice level has been variable, and will have been influenced by factors both within and outside the study, such as the engagement of practice staff, the model for delivery of CKD care, and the Quality and Outcomes Framework cycle.

For a quality improvement intervention in primary care to be successful, it is important to have dedicated training on QI science prior to the start of the project, regular coaching from a QI team (from within or outside the organisation), service user (patient) involvement throughout, and buy-in from the senior management team such as GP partners and Practice managers.

We believe that a care bundle is a feasible vehicle for quality improvement in primary care, and that the lessons learned here may usefully inform further projects. Where there is a clear financial case for participation, test practices with a high degree of IT capability, and a patient population that is seen regularly in a defined setting, such an approach could facilitate the delivery of more consistent care. In kidney disease this might include a group of practices seen more frequently. The PSUAG was involved in a number of crucial activities throughout the project. PSUAG members provided personal and anecdotal evidence about their own experiences which were used when talking to healthcare professionals who were considering joining the study and thereby supported recruitment. Patients and service users played a central role in the delivery of self-management training and workshops to Practices and subsequent support at teleconferences with Practices. PSUAG members also developed and delivered the self-management training to patient groups.

We believe that a care bundle is a feasible vehicle for quality improvement in primary care, and that the lessons learned here may usefully inform further projects. Where there is a clear financial case for participation, test practices with a high degree of IT capability, and a patient population that is seen regularly in a defined setting, such an approach could facilitate the delivery of more consistent care. In kidney disease this might include a group of practices seen more frequently. The PSUAG was involved in a number of crucial activities throughout the project. PSUAG members provided personal and anecdotal evidence about their own experiences which were used when talking to healthcare professionals who were considering joining the study and thereby supported recruitment. Patients and service users played a central role in the delivery of self-management training and workshops to Practices and subsequent support at teleconferences with Practices. PSUAG members also developed and delivered the self-management training to patient groups.

We believe that a care bundle is a feasible vehicle for quality improvement in primary care, and that the lessons learned here may usefully inform further projects. Where there is a clear financial case for participation, test practices with a high degree of IT capability, and a patient population that is seen regularly in a defined setting, such an approach could facilitate the delivery of more consistent care. In kidney disease this might include a group of practices seen more frequently. The PSUAG was involved in a number of crucial activities throughout the project. PSUAG members provided personal and anecdotal evidence about their own experiences which were used when talking to healthcare professionals who were considering joining the study and thereby supported recruitment. Patients and service users played a central role in the delivery of self-management training and workshops to Practices and subsequent support at teleconferences with Practices. PSUAG members also developed and delivered the self-management training to patient groups.
Resources

All materials from the project can be found at

https://www.kidneyresearchuk.org/health-information/resources/package-of-innovation
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